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ABSTRACT
The acceleration of neutrons via their magnetic dipole 
moment in an axially symmetric magnetic field is considered. 
Conditions for bunching are derived and expressions for the 
off-axis forces are developed. It was found that neutrons off 
axis are forced back onto the axis and that neutrons slightly 
depolarized remain in their initial state. A calculation of 
the acceleration is made using the field of a current loop and 
the conclusion is that under present laboratory capabilities 
a neutron accelerator is not feasible.
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The subject of this thesis is the theoretical investi­
gation of the acceleration of neutrons via their magnetic 
dipole moment in the magnetic field of a thin, wire-wound 
solenoid. A magnetic field will be assumed to be directed 
along the principle axis of the solenoid. The conditions 
for the clustering of a polarized packet of neutrons will be 
shown and the state of neutrons which are slightly depolar­
ized and of neutrons which are off the principle axis will 
be discussed.
The present sources of energetic neutrons include 
radioactive materials, charged-particle accelerators, nuclear 
reactors, and cosmic radiation.
The radioactive sources yield neutrons in the energy 
range of 0.5 Mev to 10 Mev. They generally consist of an 
alpha emitter and beryllium and the reaction is an (°^ ,n) 
type.
The range of neutron energies that may be obtained from 
charged-particle accelerators is restricted to the upper limit 
of energy attainable by the accelerated particles. Two types 
of interactions are used in obtaining neutrons from acceler­
ators. One is a direct transfer of energy by bombarding a 
neutron emitter and the other is by a stripping reaction.
The stripping process is characterized by a (d,n) reaction.
The nuclear reactor is the best source of thermal 
neutrons. The neutron fluxes now readily attained from
2reactors are of the order of 1011 neutrons per square centi­
meter per second.
Cosmic radiation is the only source of neutrons in the 
upper Bev energy regions. The flux of neutrons in this energy 
region is, however, very limited.
The uses of neutrons include the measurements of cross- 
sections of nuclei, studies of the structures of crystals, 
elementary particle research, and biological and medical 
studies. A neutron accelerator would have two advantages over 
the other sources of neutrons. One, it would afford very 
monoenergetic beams of neutrons, and two, a continuous 
spectrum of neutron energies would be available for experi­
mentation.
3II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In a review of the literature, the author was unable to 
find any material that deals directly with the acceleration of 
neutrons. However, it was found that much effort is now being 
concentrated on high magnetic field research and on high 
energy accelerators.
H. P. Furth and R. W. Waniek1 did experiments involving 
pulsed magnetic fields in the half-megagauss region and showed 
them to be practical. They developed some basic concepts 
regarding the construction of impact resistant solenoids and 
the selection of the proper power supply. S. Foner and
pH. H. Kolm discussed a pulsed-field system of 750 kilogauss. 
The coil consisted of beryllium-copper helical winding having 
an inside diameter of 3/16 inch and a length of 1/2 inch. The 
power is supplied by a bank of surge capacitors. H. P. Furth, 
M. A. Levine, and R. W. Waniek discussed high magnetic energy 
densities in coils of various geometries. 1.6 megagauss field 
pulses were produced in single turn coils. They observed that 
mechanical and thermal limitations apply to coils which depend 
only on the strength of materials. In an article by C. Fowler,
h.W. B. Garn, and R. C. Caird , the production of very high 
magnetic fields using the technique of implosion is dis­
cussed. Magnetic fields are produced in the 10 to 15 mega­
gauss range by surrounding the region of flux with a conduct­
ing shell and packing a high explosive around the shell. The 
explosion compressed the flux from initial fields of approxi­
4mately 100 kilogauss. The fields occupied cylindrical volumes
5and were essentially axial. A paper by Wayne Garrett dis­
cussed current carrying, wire-wound systems possessing an 
axis of revolution. An extensive use of the potential field 
expansion in Legendre polynomials is discussed for such 
systems. J. R. Barber in his paper on magnetic fields inside 
a solenoid gave the most useful formulae together with numeric­
al data for the calculations of field strengths for thin and 
thick solenoids.
A very good reference for the research accomplished in 
the study of high magnetic fields is the Proceedings of the
7International Conference on High Magnetic Fields held in 1961. 
The papers given fall in the categories of the generation of 
high magnetic fields, the programs being conducted in high- 
magnetic field research, solid state and low temperature 
physics, and plasma and fusion physics in high magnetic fields.
A standard reference for electromagnetic fields is a book by
8James C. Maxwell. Field calculations are performed for
coils of many geometries. An extensive treatment of magnetic
9fields in solenoids is given in the book by H. B. Dwight.
Many numerical problems based on practical cases are given 
throughout the book. Formulae are given for the axial 
magnetic fields and for radial components of fields of both 
thin and thick coils in a non-magnetic medium.
The Proceedings of the International Conference of High 
Energy Accelerators10 gives a good up-to-date review of the 
research and development of high energy linear charged
5particle accelerators. A study of this hook would shed light 
on some of the problems one would most surely encounter if a 
neutron accelerator were being developed.
6III. DISCUSSION
A. Theory
The potential energy, U, of a magnetic dipole, p,, in a 
magnetic field, B, is:
U »
The force, P, exerted on the dipole in this field is then found 
by the usual gradient operation:
F = - grad U
or F = grad (l)
If the magnetic field is axially symmetric, the axis is 
taken to be the z-axis, and the magnetic dipole is the magnetic 
dipole moment of the neutron which is assumed to be polarized 
in the direction of the z-axis, equation (l) reduces to the 
simple form
F * \i (dB/dz)*k
where k Is the unit vector in the positive z-direction. Relax­
ing the vector notation, the acceleration of the neutron, a, 
is:
a = (|x/m)dB/dz (2)
where m is the mass of the neutron.
7If the field gradient were to be changing from point to 
point then it would be desired to have the field gradient to 
increase as a function of distance along the axis. This would 
mean that the current used to produce the field would be 
increasing as a function of axial distance. In this situation, 
the upper limit of attainable energies depends on the current 
capacity of the field producing medium.
The other alternative is to allow the field gradient to 
be constant at the position of the neutron. Under this 
condition, the neutron will be accelerated at a constant rate. 
This may be done by accelerating the field-form at the same 
rate the neutron is accelerating. Thus, the neutron will see 
a constant field-gradient.
In the reference frame of the neutron, the magnetic field 
has the form
B = B(z).
The magnetic field in the laboratory frame, z*, is related to 
that in the neutron rest frame, z, through R * l/2at if 
these two frames are coincident at t ■ 0, by the relation
B(z) « B(z» - R)
since z* *= z + R
Therefore B(z) « B(z* - l/2at2).
In the remainder of this discussion, the work will be
done in the reference frame in which the neutron moving with
8the acceleration as given by equation (4) is at rest. The 
z-axis of this frame is to coincide with the axis of revo­
lution of the solenoid and the origin of this frame is chosen 
so that the field is symmetric about the plane perpendicular 
to the z-axis and passing through the origin.
B. Bunching
In order to achieve higher currents of neutrons and also 
to insure that the beam be raonoenergetic, the accelerated 
field must be of such a form that neutrons spatially in advance 
of the neutrons at rest in the accelerated frame as well as the 
neutrons spatially following these neutrons are brought to rest. 
Denote the acceleration of the neutrons located at
z + Az as a* and at z - Az as a . Then: o o
a+ = (p-/m)dB/dz
z + Azo
a = (|i./m)dB/dz constant.
a” = (n/m)dB/dz z - Azo
For the sake of clarity, let f(z) = dB(z)/dz.
Then ( n / m ) ^ Z o  + A z) ~ f <Zo) 
Az Az.
9If Az is small, then
a+ - a = (jx/m) (Af/Az)Az
or a+ = a + (|x/m) (Af/Az)Az.
Similarly a~ = a - (p/m) (Af/Az)Az.
Since |x is the magnetic moment of the neutron which is 
a negative quantity and since bunching is desired, it will be 
required that the slope of the field gradient be positive. 
Under this condition
+ — a < a < a
and bunching is insured.
C. Off-axis forces
The current density is zero in the evacuated region of 
the solenoid. As a result
curl B = 0.
When this is true the magnetic field in such regions can be 
written as the gradient of a scalar potential, V, or
B « -nograd V (3)
where m.q is the permeability of free space.
Expressions for the magnetic scalar potential along the
Qaxis of both thin and thick wire-wound solenoids are known.
Assume that these potentials may be expanded in a Taylor 









(n)where Vq ' ' is the nth derivative of the potential 
evaluated at the point zq = 0.
Since we have assumed that there is axial symmetry and 
that the function is analytic in the region of the axis, then 
the potential function may be expanded11 in the series of 
zonal harmonics as
V(r,e) ^ . A„rnp (cos e) n nn=o
where P (cos ©) = (l/2n .nl)*dn(cos2Q - l)n ,
n d(cos 0)n
0 is the angle between the z-axis and r, and r is the 
distance from the point zQ to the field point. This series 
of zonal harmonics must reduce to the series representing the 
axial potential. Therefore, the coefficients, An , are
11
A = V (n Vn! . n o
Then
V(r,e) = 2 T(V0(n)/nl) rn Pn (cos e). (4)
n=o
The r- and 9-components of the magnetic field, and 
Bq respectively, as calculated from equations (3) and (4) 
are
Q0
\  = -^0 H ,(V0 (n)/n,- ) nrn"1 pn (cos 0) (5)
n=0
and
Be = _tior l?V = %  (Vo(n)/nl)rn “ 1(Bm  ©)P^(oos 0)
(6)
where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to 
the arguement of the Legendre polynomials or with respect 
to cos 9.
To find the force acting on the neutron which is 









^ A  Awhere k, n, and 1 are unit vectors in the increasing z-, r-, 
and ©-directions respectively. Then
it-B = nk(Br n + Bq 1)
or
|x(cos Q*B - sin ©*B^) r ©
Prom equations (5) and (6)
fl-B « -|1|JLo
00
Z>. (n) n/n!) rn=o (n*cos ©.Pn (cos ©) + 
2sin ©*Pf (cos ©)) n
Prom equation (2) of Appendix 1 the above equation reduces to
p-? = -pp 2 Z T  (V (n)/n*.)*hrn 1 P (cos ©) (8)
For the sake of analysis, the gradient operation of 
equation (7) should be carried out in rectangular coordinates, 
that is,
A  8  A . b  A .
grad “ 1 + J ay + k *5? *
Since the magnetic field is assumed to be symmetric about 
the z-axis, generality will not be lost if the neutron is 





The force will then be given as
?  + * fc(pB)
°r Fx = fe (^ ‘S)
and P = —  fjx-B).
z dz
Carrying out the above operations using equations (8) and 
equations (4) and (5) of Appendix 1 results in
i (n) . n-2
F = ^ o  Vo /nl )n*r sin ©.p^_2(cos ©) (9)x n=o
C Oz:
n=o
(V0 (n)/n '. )n(n-l) .rn_2Pn_2(cos 9). (10)
Since the assumption was made that the field is symmetric,
(21)then Vq = 0  for i = 1*2, •••. Thus each series
starts with the term n = 3 and the coefficients will have
(3)the same sign. If V is positive, then F_ will represent
a force in the positive z-direction as the magnetic moment of
the neutron is a negative quantity. F is, then, a force
* (3)tending to push neutrons back onto the axis. If VQ is 
negative, then it would be required to polarize the neutrons in 
the opposite direction to result in a positive acceleration in 
the positive z-direction.
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D. Neutron slightly depolarized.
One case yet to be considered is that of a neutron which 
is depolarized. In the real situation, perfect polarization 
of all the neutrons cannot be realized. However, most of the 
neutrons will be either polarized or slightly depolarized.
The Hamiltonian for this system will be given as
H = gjSS.B (11)
where g is the g-factor for the neutron (g = 1 .91315).
is the nuclear magneton and S is the spin. If the assumption
is made that the spin is quantized in the z-direction, then
the z-component of the magnetic field, B , does not contributez
to a transition since its coefficient, S , the spin in thez
z-direction, has only diagonal components. The x-component 
of the field, Bx , will contribute energy for a possible 
transition as its coefficient, S , has only off diagonal•XI
elements. To first order
B = B Hh (dB /dx)Ax + (dB /dz)Az. (12)x xo x x
Now 4 x  = V At (13)
and Az = V Atz
where V and V are the x- and z-components of the velocity 
and t is the time. The z-component of the velocity will be 
negligible; therefore, the second term in equation (12) may 
be dropped. This introduces a time dependence into the
15
Hamiltonian. If the change in the Hamiltonian is very-
large compared to the Bohr period, T , between the statesn,m
n and m, the neutron may undergo a transition. To be sure 
that a transition will not be likely to occur, the 
criterion that
(dH/dt) *Tn.m n,m I < < E - E1 / n m (14)
where (dH/dt) is the matrix element of the time rate of n,m
change of the Hamiltonian between the states n and m and
E - E is the difference in energy between these states and is n m
given by
E - E = tgfiB . (15)
n m 1 z
Combining equations (ll), (12), and (13) and taking the 
time derivative of the Hamiltonian results in
(dH/dt) = S p Sx (dV ax )#vx ‘ (l6)
Substituting equations (15) and (16) into equation (14)
)s ^  sx (dBx /dx)*Avx »fi | << |g|3Bz | 2
where h is Plank* s constant divided by 2TT . In cgs units,
fi-10 '27 erg-seconds, gjS ~  10”2^ erg/gauss and assume
3v^/v 10 centimeter/second, then 
|abx /a x | X 10_1 « | bz2|. (17)
16
Looking at this criterion and using reasonable values 
for the field and slope to be expected shows that it is not 
likely that neutrons which are slightly depolarized would
undergo a transition. This argument is based on the result
12of the adiabatic approximation.
E. Application
As an application of the preceeding sections, consider
the accelerator as a series of single loops of wire, all of
radius b, placed side by side in a coaxial fashion to form
a very long solenoid. A current, I, will be sent through
each loop in such a manner that each loop will be activated
at the rate of a as given by equation (2). That is, if the
loop located at z* in the laboratory frame of reference is
activated at time t * 0, then the loop at R will be activated
at a time t = (2R/a) / later.
The magnetic scalar potential, V , along the z-axisax13for a current loop is
V = 1/21(1 - z(z2 + b2)"1/2).
ax
Prom (o ) 
this Vo = 1/21
v (i)
O « -1/21(1/b)
V (3) = 1/21(3!/2b3 )O
(2i)V = 0 for io
17
(5)Vo
(7) 7l/2l(5-7 !/l6b )Vo
Taking the origin of the accelerating frame to be on 
the axis of the solenoid and in the plane of the loop that 
at that instant has the current passing through it, the 
force has a maximum value at z * i/2b. The slope has a 
positive value in the region
l/2b < z < oo
This is the range of values where equation (2) should be 
evaluated so that bunching will be insured.
Looking at the equations for the forces places another 
restriction on the point at which equation (2) is to be 
evaluated. The series will converge if z$b. Therefore, 
the range of values for z should become
Also, it is more advantageous to use this range of values for 
z as for z > b, the slope is less at all points than the 
slope for the range of z as given in equation (l8). The 
series representing the force components off the z-axis 
could be expanded using the proper coefficients as found 
from the magnetic scalar potential for the loop but the 
series does not converge fast enough to make a good 
approximation as to the magnitude of these forces. Quali­
l/2b < z < b . (18)
18
tatively, however, the force off-axis is a force tending to 
push the neutrons towards the axis.
To get an idea of the magnitude of the acceleration 
that this type of accelerator can produce, assume that each 
loop is activated with 20 amperes of current. If equation (2) 
is evaluated at z = (6/10)b and the radius of the loop is 1 
centimeter, then the acceleration is
2a = 60 centimeters/second .
Using these values as a check on equation (17), the
ratio of the slope to the square of the field is approximately 
-3
7 x 10 which is much less than one.
19
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The magnitude of the acceleration arrived at in the
previous section indicates that this type of accelerator is
not practical. Present laboratory solenoids can continuously
sustain field gradients of the order of 200 kilogauss per 
2meter. With such field gradients,, the acceleration of the 
neutron is of the order of 200 meters/second^. If a neutron
were accelerated from rest at this constant rate, it would
12 8require a distance of 2.2 x 10 meters (1.4 x 10 miles) 
to reach the velocity of one-tenth the speed of light which 
corresponds to about 5 Mev.
Assume that the accelerator were to be of a circular 
type. Let the radius of the accelerator be 6.4 x 10 meters 
(the radius of the earth) and if the neutron were to have a 
velocity of one-tenth the velocity of light, then the field- 
gradient required to keep the neutron in orbit would have to 
have a magnetude of 1.4 x lO1^ gauss/meter.
If a distance of 1 kilometer is used as an upper limit 
for the length of a linear accelerator and again desiring 
to achieve a 5 Mev neutron, the acceleration, neglecting 
relativity, would be 4.5 x 1011 meters/second2 . This requires 
a field gradient to be of the order of magnetude of 5 x lO1^ 
gauss/meter. This requirement is a billion times larger than 
present laboratory capabilities.
With results such as these, it is readily evident that 
this principle of acceleration for neutrons will not be 
practicable in the near future.
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APPENDIX 1
Useful relationships between Legendre Polynomials, 
u = cos Q = z/r
(1) + l (u) - u.p^u) = (n + l)Pn (u)
(2) (u2 - l)P^(u) - n-u-Pn(u) - n.Pn _ 1(u)
(3) u.P^(u) - _ i(u) = n*Pn (u)
(4) ^/5x(rn *Pn (u)) = -(sin 0) -rn ” ^P^ (u)
(5) S/5z(rn .Pn (u)) = n*rn “ 1P0 _ 1 (u)
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